
3.17 Review
3.17.1 Key knowledge summary
3.2 Examining the evidence• The Viking civilisation that we study existed over one thousand years ago.• Although a written language called runes existed, these were mainly for stone or bone inscriptions. It

was not until the Vikings became Christian later in the Viking Age that written language was used to
record things.• Historians discover information from this period through the examination of artefacts and other
archaeological discoveries.• There have been significant discoveries of burial sites such as the King’s Mound in Gokstad in Norway
and many archaeological sites where there were settlements.• The Vikings had a great oral storytelling culture.• Late in the Viking Age, the stories of heroes and gods were written down and are known as the sagas.
There was also much written about the Vikings by monks and others like the Anglo-Saxons who were
their enemies, such as the Old English story, Beowulf.

3.3 Scandinavia before the Viking Age• The ancestors of the Vikings were mainly farmers, just as the Vikings were.• There is archaeological evidence from the Bronze Age in Scandinavia, showing the people had
developed boats and used bronze for tools and weapons.• By the time the Scandinavians came into contact with the Romans, they had moved into the Iron Age,
finding it a much harder metal and therefore more effective in battle.• They had further developed their boats, giving them the ability to travel greater distances by sea, thus
enabling trade from which they profited.• The period immediately before what we call the Viking Age is known as the Vendel era, 400–800 CE.• The boats and armour from the Vendel era are recognisably Viking.

3.4 The Viking homelands• Much of the land in the Viking areas was rocky and mountainous and only a small percentage was
suitable for farming. Because of this the Vikings lived mainly around the coastal areas of their lands
where the climate was milder and land more fertile.• Although the winters were very cold, the water around the Viking homelands was prevented from
freezing by warm currents, like the Gulf Stream. This was important for a seafaring people.• From around the eighth century the Vikings started to raid and later settle other areas.• There are a number of theories about why the Vikings started to move away from home. For example,
it is possible that they needed more farming land because the population was growing. Another theory
is that the Vikings fought among themselves and some fled overseas. There is also the hypothesis that
they took advantage of weaknesses among the rulers of European countries to conquer and settle. It is
likely to be a combination of a number of these theories.

3.5 Viking society• Although Vikings are known as pirates and raiders, for the most part they were farmers. Viking society
was stratified, into kings or lords known as jarls, freemen called karls and slaves known as thralls. The
slaves were usually people who had been brought back after raids and battles. They were needed for
their labour on the farms.• Viking farms were a series of buildings huddled around a longhouse and were often quite isolated,
meaning the people relied only on themselves and the farms were often self-sufficient.• Vikings kept livestock and crops of grains, such as barley and rye, as well as flax and hemp for linen
sailcloths.• Viking women ran the farms as the men tended to be away for long periods on raids.• Children would most likely have helped out on the farm.
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3.6 Early Viking religion• Early Vikings followed a pagan religion.• Viking myths are full of giants and of their gods who lived in a place called Asgard, which is high up
in the sky.• They worshipped many gods, the most significant of whom were Odin, Freya and Thor.• Odin features in many of the sagas as the god who ruled from Valhöll, the Hall of the Slain, where the
warriors who died in battle were welcomed by the Valkyries, or war-maidens.• Vikings believed that death marked the beginning of a journey to another world and their burial
practices reflected this. The dead were buried with the things the Vikings believed they would need in
the next life or had enjoyed in this one, with archaeological finds of burial mounds providing evidence
of this.

3.7 Viking longships• In the eighth century CE developments in Viking boat design technology, such as innovations in the
keel, the rudder and the sail, enabled them to make longer ocean voyagers.• The remains of several ships have been found and replicas have been built that demonstrate how
quickly the ships were able to sail across the seas, which is also quite remarkable considering that they
only had the sun and stars for navigation.• Viking ships were large but quite narrow and shallow, which enabled them to be pulled up close to
shore during raids.• There is evidence that the ships were carried overland from one waterway to another.• At times Viking ships were known as dragon ships because a carved head of the mythical monster was
sometimes mounted on the prow of the ship.

3.8 Viking weaponry• Viking weapons and armour were extremely well-constructed and effective.• For protection the Vikings wore body armour usually made of leather and chain mail, as well as a
conical iron helmet.• They carried timber shields to protect their bodies.• They used an array of weapons such as bows and arrows, spears, axes and swords.

3.9 Viking invasions and settlements• Around the eighth century, the Vikings began their expansion into other lands.• Monastery records from England, Scotland and Ireland show that the Viking raids started as
hit-and-run raids where they attacked and took with them the monastery’s precious artefacts and
money, killing and maiming monks and others as they attacked.• As time went on and the Vikings travelled further from their homelands, they set up winter camps in
some of these places because it was too far to get home for the winter. Eventually some of these
became permanent settlements, such as Dublin in Ireland.

3.10 Viking explorers, settlers and traders• In their search for new lands, the Vikings colonised Iceland and Greenland.• The explorer Leif Eriksson made it as far as North America in about 1000 CE. He established a
settlement there called Vinland.• As well as longships, Vikings had trading ships called knarrs.• The Vikings also founded trading posts and settlements, including one called Hedeby that was on the
crossroads of the East and West and settlements in Russia and Ireland. Many goods were exchanged
including slaves, wine, bronze, iron and glassware.• The Vikings settled much of England, dividing the country between them and the Anglo-Saxons. The
northern part of the country, known as the Danelaw, was ruled by the Vikings until it was conquered by
Alfred the Great.
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3.11 The spread of Christianity• Over time the Vikings became more and more exposed to Christianity through their travels and trade
with countries, as well as from missionaries.• Initially they were happy to accept the Christian god into their range of gods.• Eventually, most Viking leaders adopted Christianity as their sole religion and imposed it on their
subjects.

3.12 Harald Bluetooth: Viking king of Denmark• Harald Bluetooth was celebrated as the first king of a united Denmark.• He was a successful warrior who brought Christianity to the countries that he conquered, Denmark,
Norway and parts of Sweden.• He was eventually killed in a rebellion by pagan Danes but was given a Christian burial.• The Christianity that Harald spread prevailed.• An archaeological discovery was made of the ruins of a series of longhouses close to two large
runestones known as the Jelling stones. They were erected by Harald Bluetooth and honour his parents
as well as his achievements. They record the birth of a nation and have been called the ‘birth certificate
of Denmark’.

3.13 The Battle of Hastings and the end of the Viking Age• The Battle of Hastings ended the Viking Age.• When England’s Edward the Confessor died in 1066 he left no direct heir to the throne.• Three main contenders came forward to replace Edward the Confessor: a powerful earl, Harold
Godwinson; the Norwegian king Harald Hardrada, a descendent of the Danish king Canute who once
ruled England; and William of Normandy, who said that he had been promised the throne after
Edward’s death.• Godwinson and Hardrada fought, with the Viking king eventually being killed. After this, Harold
Godwinson had to face the Normans who had sailed from France.• The Bayeux Tapestry shows detailed scenes from the battle between Godwinson and William of
Normandy — the Battle of Hastings.• Eventually Harold was killed and William was crowned at Westminster Abbey, becoming known from
then on as William the Conqueror.• William’s rule was to change England significantly, bringing in feudalism.

3.14 Heritage of the Vikings: governing Iceland in the Viking Age• A Viking governing body was founded in Iceland in 930 CE called the Althing.• Iceland was divided into a series of regional assemblies known as things — ruled by local chieftains
called godars — which combined to create the Althing.• The godars with their supporters met annually on a plain called the Thingvellir and listened to the law
codes spoken by the Lawspeaker. They then discussed making new laws and resolving feuds.• The Althing is recognised as an early republic, an assembly of free men.
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Vikings raid monastery in Lindisfarne, England.
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Advancements in shipbuilding allow Vikings to raid distant lands.
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Vikings raid monastery in Iona, Scotland.
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3.17.2 Reflection
Complete the following to reflect on your learning.

3.17 ACTIVITIES
Revisit the inquiry question posed in the Overview:

<Heading 3 Content to come>
1. Now that you have completed this topic, what is your view on the question? Discuss with a partner. Has

your learning in this topic changed your view? If so, how?
2. Write a paragraph in response to the inquiry question outlining your views.

Interactivity The Vikings (c. 790–1066) (int-xxxx)

eWorkbook Reflection (doc-xxxxx)

Crossword (doc-xxxxx)

GLOSSARY
Althing Iceland’s parliament; Icelandic governing national assembly formed during the Viking Age, which met once a
year
amber yellow fossil resin found in countries around the Baltic Sea and valued as precious stones in the manufacture
of jewellery
arable land that can be ploughed for crops
barbarians uncultured and uncivilised; not Christian
berserkers Viking warrior who fought naked or near-naked and rushed wildly into battle. The word ‘berserk’ is derived
from this.
booths small, temporary shelter for participants at things and the Icelandic Althing
boss metal bulge used as reinforcement in the centre of a shield
bronze metal alloy mainly of copper and tin
duchy dukedom; a small state ruled by a duke, a nobleman whose rank is just below that of a prince
fjords long, narrow inlet flanked by high cliffs and slopes
Flax plant cultivated for its seeds and fibres, which can be used to produce many things such as textiles
Gulf Stream great warm current of water flowing from the Caribbean Sea all the way to northern Europe
heathens one who is neither Christian, nor Jewish nor Muslim, and is often seen as therefore being uncivilized
hemp plant favoured for its tough fibre, useful in the making of rope
hilt the handle of a sword or dagger
keel lowest timber running along the length of a vessel, and upon which the framework of the whole boat is built
knarr a Viking trading ship
lamellar made up of overlapping metal plates or scales
linen cloth made from flax
longhouses a Viking farmhouse with a curved shape like an upturned boat. Particularly large longhouses meant for
30–50 people are often called halls.
longphorts a fortified base
mail armour comprising chain links
oath breakers someone who goes back on their word
pagans someone who is not a Christian, Jew or Muslim, but who worships many gods
peat vegetable matter, decomposed by water and partially turned to carbon, frequently forming a bog
polytheistic the worship of numerous gods
pommel rounded knob at the end of a sword hilt
prows front part of a boat or ship
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reconstruction rebuilding or re-making: in archaeology, rebuilding an artifact using archaeological remains as a guide
republic a state in which the head of the government is not a ruler who inherits his position as might a king or emperor
rudder broad wooden or metal piece at the end of a boat used for steering; on a longship, it was a broad oar attached
to the tiller
runes letters of the Scandinavian alphabet based on Roman or Greek letters but modified to be easily carved on wood
or stone
sagas a medieval Scandinavian tale about exploits and adventures in the life of a hero or his family
self-sufficient able to provide for its own needs
tapestry carpet-like wall-hanging
things regional meeting held to decide local issues in Norway and Iceland during the Viking Age
Thingvellir meeting place of the Althing in Iceland during the Viking Age
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